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Product image (including colors, textures, materials, designs) and information (including dimension, specifications, SKU) 
contained in this catalog are based on the latest image and information available at time of printing. Due to various factors, 
product image and information are subject to change. 

Welcome to Homelegance
World of Fine Home Furnishings

Your home not only reflects your desire to live in an environment that provides form and function but 
also is a reflection of your personal style.

From the simple lines of contemporary furniture to the intricate carvings of traditional furniture, the 
elegance of our products is expressed in the extensive variety of our product line.

We can think of no more exciting way to release this HOME catalog than to provide furniture which you 
and your family can enjoy living with.

Homelegance is your whole home resource for the style you want, the value you deserve, the quality 
you expect and the variety you require.

Style From classical to modern furniture, we strive to offer the freshest and most functional 
piece of furniture for every room in your home. With that in mind, our products are stylish 
as they are timeless.

VAlUe The answer is simple, we won’t sell style without value, and we won’t sell value without 
style. Each product is designed to provide the best value without sacrificing its look and 
appearance.

QUAlIty Every piece of our furniture is constructed by professionals with expertise, advanced 
technologies, and innovative solutions to satisfy the needs and expectations of our 
valued customers.

VARIety Our extensive product selection accommodates any lifestyle and any setting. As your 
whole home resource, Homelegance offers design solutions for every room.



Frazier Park COLLeCTiON
With a subtle lodge look that takes inspiration in design history, the classic styling of the Frazier Park 
Collection will help you create a living room environment that is a reflection of your preference for 
traditional spaces. The brown cherry finish that highlights the mindy veneer provides rich character 
to the wood’s grain. Horizontal fixed knob hardware fronts the functional drawers and doors of the 
media console and available side piers, creating subtle contrast the collection’s finish. Open media 
storage on the console and open shelving on the side piers provide convenient, functional access to 
your openly displayed items.

16490-81T
16490-59T
16490-S

81″ TV Stand
59″ TV Stand
Side Pier

81 x 21 x 26H
59 x 18 x 24H
24 X 17 X 72H

1649-17

1649-18

1649-16

1649-18

Executive Desk 

Bookcase

Writing Desk 

Bookcase

62.25 x 27.5 x 30H

37.5 x 17.75 x 72.75H

55.25 x 24.25 x 30H

37.5 x 17.75 x 72.75H
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LeNOre COLLeCTiON
Designed to serve as the focal point of your entertainment room, the Lenore Collection 
will provide a functional and stylish platform to display your TV, decorative accents and 
media consoles. Transitional accents such as bun feet, metal knob hardware and a rich 
cherry finish lend to the classic look. A lighted bridge highlights the display shelf, each 
providing support to join the two side unit bookcases. Glass and solid door storage, along 
with the shelving of the bookcases, provides ample storage for your display accents.

8014-T
8014-L
8014-R
8014-B

58″ TV Stand
Left Side Pier
Right Side Pier
Bridge with Light and Shelf

58 x 18.5 x 26H
17.5 x 12.75 x 75H
17.5 x 12.75 x 75H
74 x 14.75 x 2.5H

• Dimension as shown: 93 x 18.5 x 77.5H

PieDMONT COLLeCTiON
The classic transitional design and a warm brown cherry finish compliment an array of 
home entertainment spaces. The Piedmont Collection’s focal points are the concave 
curved front display shelves and routed pilasters. Media storage features glass-fronted 
doors for easy remote control access. Ready-To-Assemble construction.

8059-T 62″ TV Stand 62 x 20 x 26.5H
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Cardano CoLLECTIon
The solid transitional styling of the Cardano Collection creates an impactful design presence in your living room. Utilizing 
distinct accent techniques – plank effect, rasping, saw marks – and pairing them with traditional framing and a rich finish – 
driftwood charcoal over acacia solids and veneers – creates a collection that is worthy of your living room. Pewter-finished 
hardware mounted on the functional drawers and doors providing subtle contrast to the wood’s dark finish. Open shelving 
allows for the convenient and unobscured access to your media devices.

16890-72T 72″ TV Stand 72 x 17 x 25H

1689-17
1689-18

1689-16
1689-18

Executive Desk 
Bookcase

Writing Desk 
Bookcase

58 x 28 x 30.5H
40 x 16 x 73.5H

58 x 28 x 30H
40 x 16 x 73.5H
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FrOLiC COLLeCTiON
Providing functional use and retro-modern styling for your home is the Frolic 
Collection. The counter height desk, writing desk and 64-inch wide TV stand 
allow for perfect placement within your home to fit your individual needs. The 
brown finish combined with polished nickel knob hardware and a mid-century 
inspired profile, all blend effortlessly to create this stylish home collection. Also 
offered in Occasional.

35900-64T 64″ TV Stand 64 x 18 x 30.25H

3590-15

3590-22

Writing Desk 

  

Counter Height Writing Desk 

  

52 x 24 x 30H 

52 x 24 x 36H
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WilloWick collEcTioN
Inspired by the look of French Provincial styling, the Willowick 
Collection lends an air of classical romanticism to your opulent 
living room. The elegant framing, the lightly distressed finish 
with antiqued hardware and turned feet provide the decorative 
accoutrement that tie the look together. Subtle rub-though of 
the antique white finish reveals gray undertones, that when 
paired with brown cherry finished tops, serves to highlight the 
poplar solids, along with the oak and birch veneers. Drawers 
and behind door storage provide additional function for this 
media console.

16140-72T TV Stand 72 x 18 x 25.5H

GrayliNG DoWNs collEcTioN
The graceful lines of the Grayling Downs Collection are 
a welcoming addition to your living room. Styled in the 
modern-traditional aesthetic, subtle accenting lends elegant 
touch to each piece. A driftwood gray finish enhances the 
acacia solids and ash veneer, providing a neutral platform 
for your decorative preferences. Traditional design elements 
– open display shelving, brushed nickel knob and drop-style 
hardware, turned feet and decorative pilasters – are paired 
with drawer and behind door storage, and open media display, 
lending to the elegant console presentation of the Grayling 
Downs Collection.

16880-63T 63″ TV Stand 63 x 18 x 22H

3228-05
3228-12
3228-15

TV Stand / Sofa Table 
Bookcase
Writing Desk 

62 x 18 x 30H
26 x 15 x 74.5H
60 x 28 x 30H

•	Dimension as shown: 114 x 18 x 74.5H

FacTory collEcTioN
Blending the look of vintage industrial with modern design is the Factory Collection. 
Burnished rustic wood planks are framed with wrought iron style metal supports in this 
stylish home entertainment and home office offering. The TV stand feature X-framing 
that draws inspiration from the bracing seen in so many industrial settings. Matching 
bookcase, writing desk and occasional tables are available in the Collection.

3228-15
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seDLey COLLeCTiON
Whether your home leans to transitional or contemporary design, the Sedley Collection will be 
the perfect fit for your needs. From the distinct walnut veneer pattern to the unique framing of 
the desk, bookcase and file cabinet, each design component lends to placement in a variety of TV 
stand settings. The dark metal horizontal hardware and metal support framing complements the 
finish of the group while providing distinct contrast. Convenience factors include drawer storage, 
reversible return desk for convenient placement within the space and open display shelves and 
door storage of the bookshelf. Matching bedroom, dining, home entertainment, home office and 
occasional sets are available in the Sedley Collection.

54150RF-68T 68″ TV Stand 68 x 18 x 28H
54150RF-S* Side Pier 24.75 x 15.75 x 69H

5415RF-15*   Writing Desk with Two Cabinets 66 x 26 x 30H
5415RF-16* Return Desk with One Cabinet, Reversible 71 x 24 × 30H
5415RF-17* Bookcase 37.5 x 19.75 x 76H
5415RF-18 File Cabinet 26 x 20 x 30H
5415RFS Side Chair 19.75 x 24 x 38.5H

5415RF-15
5415RF-16

5415RF-18

• Dimension as shown: 117.5 x 18 x 69H
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5099-15
5099-16
5099-17

Writing Desk
26″W Bookcase
40″W Bookcase

60 x 28 x 30H
26 x 15 x 74.5H
40 x 18 x 72H

5099-22

5099-16  
5099-17 

Counter Height        60 x 28 x 36H
Writing Desk 
26″W Bookcase 26 x 15 x 74.5H
40″W Bookcase 40 x 18 x 72H

5099-175099-16

50990-T 65″ TV Stand 65 x 20 x 23H
5099-16 26″W Bookshelf 26 x 15 x 74.5H
5099-17 40″W Bookcase 40 x 18 x 72H

• Dimension as shown: 117 x 20 x 74.5H

MiLLWOOD COLLeCTiON
With a look that blends the transitional design element 
of wood and accenting that lends to a modern traditional 
aesthetic, the Millwood Collection will help to create 
the ambiance that you are looking to achieve in your 
entertainment room. The decorative metal base and framing 
of the collection provide an industrial feel, lending to the 
casual contrast of the distressed ash veneer of the shelving 
and entertainment unit’s top.

5099-17H-13



LaureL HiLL COLLeCTiON
Subtle rustic industrial styling is utilized to create the look of the Laurel 
Hill Collection. The metal base and ash veneer-covered top feature 
complementing gray finishes for subtle weathered effect. X-style 
framing further lends support and industrial-chic aesthetic. Bookshelves 
flank the console unit, both providing ample open shelving for display 
of your decorative accents, TV and media components.

36340-56T
36340-S

36340-S 36340-56T

56″ TV Stand
4-Shelf Bookcase

56 x 17 x 30H
26 x 16 x 80H

• Dimension as show: 138 x 17 x 80H

Daria COLLeCTiON
A continuous metal frame comprises the support system in the rustic Daria Collection. Each piece 
features wood shelving, with hints of gray within the finish, lending distinct character. Bookcase 
is offered in two widths, 26-inch and 40-inch wide, for the perfect placement in your home.

3224N-05
3224N-16
3224N-17

50″ TV Stand / Sofa Table
26″ W Bookcase
40″ W Bookcase

50 x 18 x 30H
26 x 15 x 74.25H
40 x 18 x 72H

• Dimension as shown: 130 x 18 x 72H

3224N-17

3224N-16H-15



PeNPOiNT COLLeCTiON
The unique height of the Penpoint Collection makes this a functional addition 
to your home office. Industrial styling utilizes contrasting materials - metal and 
wood -  to achieve the desired rustic look of this counter height desk. Open 
display shelving allows for prominent display of your favorite decorative items.

4547-22*
 
4546-16 

Counter Height Writing Desk 
54.25 x 26.25 x 36.5H
Bookcase 
31.5 x 15.5 x 81H

35800-T
35800-S

62″ TV Stand/Sofa Table
Side Pier 

62 x 18 x 28H
23.5 x 16.5 x 69.25H

FairHOPe COLLeCTiON
Metal scroll-work lends a feminine touch to the side supports and framing of the beautiful 
Fairhope Collection. The three display shelves of this entertainment unit feature faux marble tops 
creating a timeless look and elegant functionality.

• Faux marble top

H-17 H-18
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36060-63T

36060-16

36060-ST

36060-BS

63″ TV Stand

4-Shelf Bookcase

Cabinet for Bookcase

Basket for Bookcase

63 x 16 x 24H

27 x 16 x 60H

23.5 x 15.25 x 14.75H

23.5 x 15.25 x 13.75H

• Dimension as shown: 130 x 16 x 60H

DOGue COLLeCTiON
The multi-purpose functionality of the Dogue Collection allows you create the perfect combination of home 
entertainment, occasional and office furniture for your home. Gunmetal finish provides distinct contrast to 
printed gray wood grain melamine veneer in this modern home collection. With two TV stand options – 63-
inch and 76-inch – bookcase height – with optional storage baskets or slidein cabinets, desk unit, file cabinet 
and occasional tables available, the combinations are endless.

36060-76T

36060-16

36060-ST

36060-BS

76″ TV Stand

4-Shelf Bookcase

Cabinet for Bookcase

Basket for Bookcase

76 x 16 x 24H

27 x 16 x 60H

23.5 x 15.25 x 14.75H

23.5 x 15.25 x 13.75H

• Dimension as shown: 130 x 16 x 60H

3606-15
3606-18

3606-15
3606-18

Writing Desk
File Cabinet

Writing Desk
File Cabinet

51 x 24 x 30H
16 x 22 x 25H

51 x 24 x 30H
16 x 22 x 25H

PruDHOe COLLeCTiON
Optimizing your entertainment space is a balance of function, style and versatility, all achieved 
with the addition of the Prudhoe Collection. This multimedia console acts as a base for your 
television display and media storage access. Styled to be compatible in a number of casual 
living environments, the unit is available in 40-in, 58-inch and 76-in widths, with drawers 
and open display shelving providing convenient space for both storage and media display.

4550-40T
4550-58T
4550-76T

40″ TV Stand
58″ TV Stand
76″ TV Stand

40 x 16 x 22H
58 x 16 x 22H
76 x 16 x 22H
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35330RF-T TV Stand 60 x 19.5 x 24H

TiOGa COLLeCTiON
Designed for the modern home, the Tioga Collection will provide a unique look for your home 
entertainment space. Brushed chrome geometric support legs provide a distinct contrast to the black of 
the entertainment console’s floating top and espresso finish of the media access shelf. Drawers provide 
additional storage space.

• Glass top & shelves

• Glass top & shelves

Hakea COLLeCTiON
Styled for the contemporary home, the Hakea Collection provides 
a functional space to display your home entertainment system. The 
collection is offered in black or white glass, with chrome supports, 
for the ultimate modern accent to your home’s recreational area.

4572W-63T*

4572BK-63T*

63″ TV Stand, White

63″ TV Stand, Black

63 x 15.75 x 23.5H

63 x 15.75 x 23.5H
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5438-15 Writing Desk 60 x 26 x 30H
5438-18 File Cabinet 23.75 x 19 x 28H
5438-19 Bookcase 40 x 18 x 72H
5438-SW Office Chair, Adjustable Height      23.5 x 21 x 34.25 - 37.5H

TOuLON COLLeCTiON
Bold curves provide elegant contrast to the unique look of the Toulon Collection. Designed to 
assist you in your daily routine, each piece in the collection serves to provide ample workspace 
and storage functions. Drawers, closed cabinet and open display shelves are featured on the 
bookcase, while the lateral file cabinet provides additional storage for your important documents. 
Coordinating perfectly with the look of the collection is the caster base office chair. The heavily 
scrolled base support of the table features French provincial inspired routing, while wire-
brushed distressing provides texture to the acacia veneer of this elegant home office collection. 

CiNDereLLa COLLeCTiON
The Cinderella Collection is your little child’s dream. The Victorian styling incorpo-
rates floral motif hardware and traditional carving details that will create the feeling 
of a room worthy of a fairy tale. The writing desk, when paired with the available 
hutch creates an environment conducive to completing your tasks at hand. Drawer 
space paired with the open display shelving of the hutch creates ample space for 
placement of your personal items. The available chair features a padded seat with 
neutral fabric and decorative accent that provides perfect complement to the collec-
tion. Also available is the coordinating armoire, poised to support your television and 
provide drawer storage, keeping your space tidy. There are two available finishes - 
ecru white and the newly available antique white with gray rub-through – which will 
allow for versatility of placement and decor within your available space. 

1386NW-10*

1386NW-11
1386NW-11C

Writing Desk Hutch
Writing Desk
Writing Desk Chair

48 x 13 x 34H
50 x 24 x 30H
18 x 20 x 38H

1386-10*
1386-11
1386-11C

Writing Desk Hutch
Writing Desk
Chair

48 x 13 x 34H
50 x 24 x 30H
18 x 21 x 38H
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NeTTO COLLeCTiON
Functional and aesthetically designed for your ultra-modern home is the Netto 
Collection. The gray high gloss finish of the bookcase and desk base is complemented 
by the metal framing supports, while a movable glass top slides out to create a desktop 
and retracts to store smartly over the desk base. Horizontal planes give way to right 
angles as the pedestals rise, creating unique display storage space.

TeMPe COLLeCTiON
With a scale appropriate for any number of smaller 
home office spaces, dorms or bedrooms, the Tempe 
Collection will provide the look and style you want in 
your home.  The transitional feel of the group comes 
from the richly hued faux marble desk top and the 
minimalistic design of the accompanying dark brown 
bi-cast vinyl desk chair. 

2601-15 Writing Desk and Chair
 Table: 48 x 23.75 x 30H
 Chair: 17.5 x 20.5 x 37H

• Faux marble top

4558-15 Writing Desk 59.25 x 23.75 x 30H
4558-16 Bookcase 47 x 15.5 x 41.25H

• Glass top can be rotated to create an L-shaped desk or bookcase.

MaDiGaN COLLeCTiON
At home in a dorm, bedroom or modestly scaled office 
space, the Madigan Collection blends functional space 
with industrial style. Dark metal framing supports the 
vinyl-wrap desk top and shelves providing subtle 
contrast for maximum style effect. A coordinating 
desk chair accompanies and features a bi-cast vinyl 
seat that is supported by metal framing.

4514-15 Writing Desk and Chair
 Table: 42 x 24 x 30H
 Chair: 17.5 x 21 x 38H

4558-15

4558-15

4558-16
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3533-15 Writing Desk 48 x 23.5 x 29.5H

• Stainless steel

TiOGa COLLeCTiON
Designed for the modern home, the Tioga Collection will provide a unique look for 
your casual home office space. Brushed chrome geometric support legs provide a 
distinct contrast to the black floating top of the desk. Designed to function as a platform 
to provide a streamlined space, this compact writing desk will be the perfect fit for your 
lifestyle.

4516-15
4516-15C

Writing Desk
Chair

64 x 30 x 29H
24.5 x 21.75 x 32H

HiLLes COLLeCTiON
Subtle industrial influence is captured in the design 
of the Hilles Collection. A-frame, sawhorse style 
supports create a sturdy platform for the desktop while 
open shelves allow for decorative and functional 
display of your office items. The dark charcoal finish 
lends to the industrial styling. A coordinating wood-
framed chair is also available.

Lavi COLLeCTiON
Mid-Century modern design is utilized to create a 
minimalistic look in the Lavi Collection. Functional 
drawers are mounted below the desktop for easy 
access while the tapered legs are reinforced by metal 
horizontal supports.

4519-15 Writing Desk 50 x 24 x 30H



HOLversON COLLeCTiON
Heavily influenced by industrial design, the Holverson Collection will lend a unique look 
to your personal space. Wood framing provides sturdy structure and profile to this bookcase 
offering. Faux rivets provide additional detail to the metal bracketing that is prominently on 
display. A rustic brown milk crate finish is utilized to highlight the acacia veneer. Open shelving 
allows for prominent display of your favorite decorative items.

1715-12 Bookcase  36 x 16 x 72H

sNiFTer COLLeCTiON
Secure and discrete storage of your bar items is achieved with the unique design of the Snifter 
Collection. When the main center cabinet door is unlocked, it opens – in one smooth motion 
-  to reveal hidden side cabinet storage. Each shelf reflects its contents with the aid of mirrored 
backs. Metal shelf support railings provide peace of mind that the cabinet’s contents will 
not shift when the unit is opened. Transitional styling combined with a cherry finish lends to 
placement in a number of home environments.

4549 Wine Cabinet 31.5 x 15.75 x 55H

CHarDONNay COLLeCTiON
Created in the profile of a wine barrel the Chardonnay wine refrigerator 
will be the talk of your next gathering.  The door of the unit opens to 
reveal row upon row of wine storage racks ready for you to load your 
favorite bottles. The lift top conveniently provides storage and the 
controls that keep your favorite wine at the optimal temperature. The 
dark cherry finish complements the rustic look of this unique unit.

CaberNeT COLLeCTiON
Created in the profile of a wine barrel the Cabernet wine refrigerator 
will be the talk of your next gathering.  The door of the unit opens 
to reveal row upon row of wine storage racks ready for you to load 
your favorite bottles. The lift top conveniently provides storage and 
the controls that keep your favorite wine at the optimal temperature. 
The dark oak finish complements the rustic look of this unique unit.

4521 Wine Barrel Refrigerator, Dark Cherry
 26 Dia x 38H

4520 Wine Barrel Refrigerator, Dark Oak
 26 Dia x 38H

H-29



4543M Wall Mirror 43 x 1.5 x 34H

Reflective cOllectiON
The reflection staring back at you from the Reflective Collection provides a true 
look at the whimsy that punctuates your personal decorative style. Uniquely 
styled to provide a statement piece for your home, our accent mirrors are crafted 
to give a stylish, layered glimpse of your surroundings.

H10829 Wall Lamp, LED 24 x 2 x 24H

tejas cOllectiON
Modern design wall decorative infinity mirror features high quality wooden black 
frame design. When lights turned-off, it can be used as a wall decorative mirror, 
and when LED lights turned on, it illuminates 3 dimensional effects infinity 
mirrors. Great addition piece to enhance the surrounding ambiance; perfect for a 
night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room, and hallway. 

H19743 Table Lamp, LED 14.5 x 6 x 20H

Neleh cOllectiON
Ultra modern design accent lighting table lamp features polyresin silver orb ball 
intertwining curved LED lights infinity mirror that sits on elegantly crafted black 
pedestal. Great addition piece on your night stand, end table, or sofa table. Remarkable 
accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding ambiance; perfect for a night light, or a 
mood light to brighten up any room. 

H19745R Table Lamp 13 x 14 x 35.5H

BellflOweR cOllectiON
Illuminating your space with an air of whimsy is the Bellflower Collection. Light shines brilliantly 
through the filament styled flowers that make up this unique home accessory. The silver finish of the 
lamp’s base perfectly accentuates the ornamental styling.

H-31 H-32



H14822R Floor Lamp 17 Dia x 63H

cROcus cOllectiON
With a simple twist at the lamp’s mid-point, the modern hourglass profile of the Crocus Collection becomes a 
towering beacon in your living space. Light is refracted through the filament styled rods that comprise the lamp’s 
structure. The silver finish of the lamp’s base perfectly accentuates the modern aesthetic of your home.

H13441 Table Lamp 13 x 8 x 26H

etsu cOllectiON
The floating orb accent light gravity defying design features an aluminum wraped sparkling orb 
suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece comes with sophisticated 
crescent shaped column stand that is beautifully crafted using high quality satin nickel finish 
metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night stand, end table, or sofa table. Great accent 
lighting table lamp that can enhance the ambiance of any room, perfect for a night light, or a 
mood light to brighten up any room. 

H11296 Table Lamp 10 x 9 x 28H

leNci cOllectiON
The metal saturn three orbs accent light gravity defying design features three aluminum wraped 
sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully 
crafted using high quality satin nickel finish metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night 
stand, end table, or sofa table. Great accent lighting table lamp that can enhance the surrounding 
ambiance, perfect for a night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room. 

H11297 Floor Lamp 13 x 11 x 65H

Diya cOllectiON
The metal saturn three orbs accent light gravity defying design features three aluminum 
wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is 
beautifully crafted using high quality satin nickel finish metal. Great accent lighting floor 
lamp that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect for a night light, or a mood light to 
brighten up any room. 
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H11302 Table Lamp 10 x 8 x 30H

KiRaN cOllectiON
The floating orbital orbs accent lighting table lamp gravity defying design features three 
aluminum wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, arranged in orbital order on an elegant 
curved stand, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully crafted using high 
quality satin nickel finish metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night stand, end table, or 
sofa table. Great accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect for a night 
light, or a mood light to brighten up any room. 

H11303 Floor Lamp 14.5 x 11 x 61H

iNaRa cOllectiON
The floating orbital orbs accent lighting floor lamp gravity defying design features five aluminum 
wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, arranged in orbital order on an elegant curved stand, 
illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully crafted using high quality satin 
nickel finish metal. Great accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect 
for a night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room. 

H10076 Table Lamp 9.5 x 6 x 30H

aNNaliNa cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design 
showcases sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to 
simulate the soothing dancing water motion. Elegantly crafted stand features high 
quality metal and glass that comes in satin nickel finish. Great addition piece on 
your night stand, end table, or sofa table to create the mood in any room.

H11762 Table Lamp 9.5 x 7 x 30.5H

eleeNa cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion. Elegantly crafted stand features high quality metal and glass that 
comes in black finish. Great addition piece on your night stand, end table, or sofa table to 
create the mood in any room.
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H10125 Table Lamp 16 x 10.5 x 27H

lucca cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality white finish wood and 
glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, end 
table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is 
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H10081 Table Lamp 16 x 10.5 x 27H

auRa cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. Great addition piece on your 
night stand, end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main 
light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H10128 Table Lamp 14 x 10 x 28H

elaN cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, 
end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is 
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H11759 Table Lamp 16 x 10.5 x 29H

jaleN cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. Great addition piece on your 
night stand, end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main 
light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.
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H11760 Floor Lamp 16 x 10.5 x 58H

NOuRa cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. It offers flexible lighting 
solution: a floor lamp with a main light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and 
to create the mood in any room.

H11765* Floor Lamp 18 Dia x 72H

lamBaRt cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant glass lamp shade. It offers flexible lighting solution: a floor lamp 
with a main light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood 
in any room.

H10130 Table Lamp 15 Dia x 28H

jaiR cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design 
showcases sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate 
the soothing dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin 
nickel finish metal and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on 
your night stand, end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp 
with a main light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the 
mood in any room.

H11761 Table Lamp 15 Dia x 28H

luciaN cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal 
and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, end 
table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is 
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.
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H10490R Table Lamp 16 Dia x 27H

tRaNsect cOllectiON
Tiny bubbles stand in time, reflecting the glow of the Transect Collection. A high polish metal 
finish provides contrast and support to the modern hourglass-shaped acrylic lamp. A white 
conical shade tops the lamp and provides neutral accent to your contemporary space.

H13475 Table Lamp 15 Dia x 30H

leNORa cOllectiON
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases 
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing 
dancing water motion.  Beautifully crafted stand features high quality copper chromium finish 
metal and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, 
end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is 
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

maltese cOllectiON
Adding a hint of reflective sparkle to your home’s décor is the Maltese Collection. 
Gold framing, mirrored fronts, canted pilasters, drawer and door storage along with 
faceted knobs all combine to create this glamorous accent cabinet.

4534 Mirrored Cabinet     17.75 x 14 x 24.25H

4542 Mirrored Cabinet     18.5 x 13 x 25H

BichON cOllectiON
Functioning as an end table, nightstand or decorative accent piece, the Bichon 
Collection is sure to lend to the glamor of your home. Mirrored fronts are surrounded 
by silver framing, creating a sparkling design. Faceted knobs are center mounted on 
each drawer front, capturing the light to subtly reflect back on the mirrored surface.



aBeRtRam cOllectiON
Providing perfect accent as an ottoman or cocktail table, the 
Abertram Collection will be an elegant addition to your home. 
The fully upholstered rectangular piece is covered in a neutral 
beige fabric and features nailhead accent as well as button 
tufting, creating a tailored profile. Casters allow for ease of 
movement within your space for perfect placement.

3617-30 Cocktail Ottoman     48 x 30 x 18H

•	Cocktail Ottoman with casters for easy mobility

3616-01 Cocktail Ottoman    40 x 40 x 18H
  

allium cOllectiON
Providing perfect accent as an ottoman or cocktail table, the 
Allium Collection will be an elegant addition to your home. 
The fully upholstered square piece is covered in a neutral gray 
fabric and features nailhead accent as well as button tufting, 
creating a tailored profile. Casters allow for ease of movement 
within your space for perfect placement.

•	Cocktail Ottoman with casters for easy mobility

lORaiN cOllectiON
Serving to accent your personal space, the Lorain Collection fills the need for extra seating or a platform to rest your tired 
feet. Covered in a neutral fabric, with button-tufting to accent the padded seat, the transitional-to-traditional versatility of 
this bench-ottoman is further enhanced by the cantered legs of the dark-finished continuous metal frame.

4552 Bench/Ottoman 48 x 24 x 17.75H
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4555BU Round Ottoman, Blue 36 Dia x 18H

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

jauNt cOllectiON
Luxurious, decadent, glamorous – a lifestyle of decorative extravagance is within 
reach with the Jaunt Collection. Velvet fabric is tufted with dramatic flair at the 
center of the round ottoman, punctuated with an eye-catching over-sized button. 
Offered in navy, blue and gray for perfect placement within your personal decorative 
scheme. Casters allow for quick and easy movement around your space.

4555GY Round Ottoman, Gray    36 Dia x 18H

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility
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4555NV Round Ottoman, Navy     36 Dia x 18H

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility



468CP Cocktail Ottoman With Casters, 
Chocolate	Textured	Plush	Microfiber	
36 x 36 x 17H

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

468PU Cocktail Ottoman with Casters, 
Dark Brown Bi-Cast Vinyl

KaitlyN cOllectiON
Functional cocktail ottoman with casters features storage 
and seating that reverse to reveal up to four individual 
serving trays.

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

36 x 36 x 17H

syNeRGy cOllectiON
The need for additional storage space in your modern home will be met with the Synergy 
Collection. The two segments of this ottoman serve equally as storage space, yet two different 
functional tops define each of their roles. With the first section, an airlift mechanism lifts the 
seat to reveal storage below. The second section is a fully extended lift top that not only reveals 
storage space, but will bring the seat top towards you for those times when you need an extra table 
surface. This padded ottoman is covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl with white contrast stitching.

4727PU Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman 
with Casters
42 x 42 x 18H

•	Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility
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471PU Lift-Top Storage Bench, Dark Brown
43 x 17 x 18H

claiR cOllectiON
As in many homes, the need for functional storage is great. 
The Clair Collection offers not only the function of storage, 
but seating as well. The unit is covered in dark brown bi-cast 
vinyl that features baseball stitching.

4742PU Lift-Top Storage Bench
 43.75 x 18.75 x 20.75H

stauNtON cOllectiON
Transitionally styled to accent a number of home decors and 
covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl, the Staunton Collection 
provides the additional storage and seating space that your 
home requires. Metal riveted accents grace each corner of 
the unit and wood legs provide support. The lift-top of the 
ottoman opens to reveal storage space. 

veGa cOllectiON
The cocktail ottoman with storage trunk of the Vega 
Collection offers an inventive way to store your assorted 
odds and ends out of the way but still within reach.  The 
fully upholstered ottomans feature removable tops that 
open up to a finished interior perfect for storage while the 
removable top also functions as a tray.

458B-PU Storage Cocktail Ottoman 
48 x 25 x 19H

claiRe cOllectiON
This functional two-seat storage ottoman reverses to reveal 
two individual serving trays and two cleverly stored stools.  
Covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl.

469PU Storage Bench 35 x 17.5 x 17.5H
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aftON cOllectiON
Providing stylish storage space in your home is the Afton Collection. The button tufted 
lift-top storage ottoman is offered in cream fabric or dark brown bi-cast vinyl. Turned 
legs support this lovely accent piece.

4730PU
4730NF

Lift-Top Storage Bench
Lift-Top Storage Bench, Fabric

42 x 17 x 19H
42 x 17 x 19H

4730PU

4730NF

wichfielD cOllectiON
The Wichfield Collection provides a multi-functional option for 
your casual living space. Utilized as seating, storage ottoman or 
cocktail table, the unit’s lift-top function opens to reveal modest 
storage space, while the padded dark brown bi-cast vinyl-
covered top provides comfort in those times that additional 
seating space is needed.  Further enhancing the function of this 
piece is the wood display shelf that is finished in warm brown 
cherry.

4611PU Lift-Top Storage Bench
 44.75 x 17.5 x 20H

cOlusa cOllectiON
Additional storage space is always welcome in any home.  The 
Colusa Collection will provide you with the extra room you 
need to store your personal items. Covered in a neutral gray 
fabric, this transitionally designed ottoman will place perfectly 
in a number of home decors. Button tufting lends a stylish 
touch to the piece.

4741FA Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.5 x 19 x 18.75H
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hamDeN cOllectiON
Designed for the modern traditional home, the Hamden 
Collection provides decorative and functional use to your 
space. This accent bench is offered in two neutral tone 
fabrics – gray and dark gray – each featuring turned legs 
and stitch-tufting that further the classic style.

4587GY

4587DG

Bench, Light Gray

Bench, Dark Gray

38.75 x 17.5 x 18H

38.75 x 17.5 x 18H

4614-F1 Lift-Top Storage Bench, Brown
 43 x 18 x 18.75H

feDORa cOllectiON
Providing a stylish and function addition to your home is the 
Fedora Collection. Designed for placement in a number of 
settings the top opens to reveal ample storage for your personal 
items. The ottoman is offered in the neutral tones of gray or 
brown for further decorative flexibility.

4614-F3 Lift-Top Storage Bench, Gray
 43 x 18 x 18.75H
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metallO cOllectiON
Created for placement in the modern-industrial 
inspired home, the Metallo Collection will provide 
welcome seating and decorative accent in a number 
of settings within your living space. Dark metal legs 
rise to support the wood-framed padded seat, while 
the striking combination of the mixed-media creates 
a stylish profile.

4526 Bench 　47.25 x 14.5 x 16.5H 

NestOR cOllectiON
Mottled coloring provides realistic enhancement 
to the alligator embossed bi-cast vinyl seat of the 
Nestor Collection.  Supported by a chrome base, this 
modern accent bench is a glamorous addition to your 
home’s décor.

4506PU Bench 46 x 20.5 x 19H

BiNGsley cOllectiON
Danish mid-century modern design is infused in the 
style platform of the Bingsley Collection decorative 
ot toman bench that  also served as addit ional 
seating. Wood framing features the expected delicate 
tapering of the legs classic to this style and provides 
an elegant contrast to the dark gray tone of the button-
tufted fabric seat.

4692-13 Bench 51 x 17.75 x 17.5H

QiRiN cOllectiON
Designed with a traditional touch and a nod towards 
modern classicism, the Qirin Collection accent bench is 
a gorgeous option for your home.  A sturdy metal frame 
design is supported with subtle distressed white finish 
covers the turned legs and is elegantly accented by the 
bluish gray, button-tufted seat.

4502FA Bench 55.25 x 17 x 21H
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DeNBy cOllectiON
Providing storage space and seating in a uniquely 
functional package is the Denby Collection. With a 
lift of one side, a click-mechanism hinge is engaged 
allowing for the transformation of this ottoman into 
a convenient seat with back while also revealing 
its storage capability. The fabric-covered unit is 
offered in Blue, Red, Brown and Gray

4573BR

4573BU

4573GY

4573RD

Storage Ottoman/ Chair, Brown
40.5 x 20.75 x 18H

Storage Ottoman/ Chair, Blue
40.5 x 20.75 x 18H

Storage Ottoman/ Chair, Gray
40.5 x 20.75 x 18H

Storage Ottoman/ Chair, Red
40.5 x 20.75 x 18H

4573BR

4573BU

4573GY

4573RD

4605GY X-Base Bench, Gray Linen        
48 x 16.5 x 18H

RORy cOllectiON
In looking for an accent piece for your home, your 
desire style and functionality – the Rory Collection 
delivers on both counts. Offered in black bonded leather 
and gray linen fabric this decorative bench features 
button tufting and a continuous X-frame design. The 
padded seat, along with a clean design, provides the 
perfect spot for a moments rest.

4605BK X-Base Bench, 
Black Bonded Leather 
48 x 16.5 x 18H    
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4500-F1

4500-F2

4500-F3

Cleo ColleCTIoN
Providing a stylish accent for your home décor is the Cleo Collection.  Round, 
with a removable lid that features button tufted accenting, and supported by 
slightly flared legs, this small accent piece makes a big statement whether you’re 
using it for additional seating, as a footstool or storage piece.  The ottoman is 
offered in three versatile, trend-forward colors – yellow print, blue and beige.

4500-F1 Storage Ottoman, Blue 20 Dia x 17H
4500-F2 Storage Ottoman, Beige 20 Dia x 17H
4500-F3 Storage Ottoman, Yellow Print 20 Dia x 17H
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